The positions, attitudes, and internal orientation parameters of three line scanners are critical factors in order to acquire the accurate location of objects on the ground. Based on the assumption that positions and attitudes of the sensors are derived either from direct geo-referencing which of using Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and Inertial Navigation Systems (INS), or from indirect geo-referencing which of using Ground Control Points (GCPs), this paper describes on biased effects of Internal Orientation Parameter (IOP) on the ground. The research concentrated on geometrical explanations of effects from different focal length biases on the ground. The Synthetic data was collected by reasonable flight trajectories and attitudes of three line scanners. The result of experiments demonstrated that the focal length bias in case of indirect geo-referencing does not have critical influences on the quality of reconstructed ground space. Also, the relationships between IO parameters and EO parameters were found by the correlation analysis. In fact, the focal length bias in case of the direct georeferencing caused significant errors on coordinates of reconstructed objects. The RMSE values along the vertical direction and the amount of focal length bias turned out to be almost perfect linear relationship. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0) which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
Introduction
The main purpose of photogrammetric field is to reconstruct object space accurately (Fraser et. al., 2002; Lee and Bethel, 2004) . To achieve the purpose, processes to determine the interior and exterior orientation parameters of cameras (or sensors) are significant. The interior orientation determines internal characteristics of a sensor and parameters, such as focal length, principal point, lens distortion, while the exterior orientation s parameters include a position and an attitude of the sensor. Sensors, mounted on the crafts (i.e., space-born or air-borne crafts), are calibrated in the laboratory before launching crafts.
Interior Orientation Parameters (IOPs) to explain physical phenomena of the sensor can be determined through camera calibration (or sensor calibration) (McGlone et. al., 2004; Tsai, 1986; Brown, 1971; Lichti, et. al., 2010; Lichti and Kim, 2011; Rau et. al., 2011) .
Geometrical images of the sensor might change time to time due to various physical effects, which indicate thermal influences from the sun in the orbit and vibrations after or during launching the craft. Therefore, the on-orbit sensor calibration is also important after launching. The On-orbit sensor calibration requires a test field of containing different 2 types of variations in heights, and choosing accurate ground control points (Jacobsen et. al., 2005) . In fact, although the on-orbit calibration is carried out, it is not easy to accurately determine the sensor s internal orientation parameters, especially in high-resolution satellite sensors (e.g., IKONOS or Quickbird) with narrow Angular Field Of View (AFOV). This is due to the high correlations between the interior and exterior orientation parameters of the sensor (Jacobsen, 2005; Baltsavias and Zhang, 2005) .
Many researchers have presented the studies about camera calibration, however, the researches about accuracy effects of the internal orientation parameters on the ground are rarely found, especially in three line scanners. For this reason, the study focused on investigation of the IOP bias (especially, focal length bias) effects on the quality of reconstructed object space. This paper will start with the description of three line scanner, which is widely used in photogrammetric field, in Section 2. At next, the paper will geometrically prove the bias including into the focal length, which can have effects on accurate locations of interesting points on the ground. The experimental results and analysis will present on Section 4. Also, during experiments, there were two cases of geo-referencing approaches (i.e., direct and indirect ones). Lastly, the concluding remarks and future work plans are addressed in the last section.
Three-Line Scanner System
The three line scanner system, primarily developed by Starlabo Corporation in Tokyo, captures digital image with three different looking angles (Murai, Matsumoto, 2000 , Murai, 2001 Chen et. al., 2001) . At the same time, the system produced seamless three different digital images.
Theoretically, there should be different sets of values for six exterior orientation parameters in each scan line. Therefore, a good trajectory model is necessary for this system. Figure   1 shows a conceptual structure of the sensor, which of onedimensional scan lines on forward, nadir, and backward.
Three scanners with different looking angles share the same perspective center. The MOMS, developed by Germany, and the ADS40, developed by Leica and DLR, can be also classified into three line scanners.
An example of images, taken by a three line scanner, is shown in Figure 2 . A major advantage of this system is that it can provide images with three different looking angles with almost no time gap between images. Also, unlike with the traditional frame system, the three line geometry is characterized by nearly parallel projection along the flight direction and perspective projection across the flight direction (Gruen and Zhang, 2003) .
Geometric Understanding of Focal Length Bias Effects on the Ground
Recall that the interior orientation parameters include the In Figure 3 , H, B, f, and a present flying height, base distance, focal length, and perspective center, respectively.
If there is the bias in amount of
l indicates the length of CCD array. According to Figure   3 , Equation (1) can be modified to Equation (2) by using
As seen in Figure 5 , if there is focal length bias in the three line scanner, the distance between points p and q can be calculated with Equation (3):
According to Figure 3 , Equation (3) can be modified to Equation (4) by using
From Equations (2) and (4), the distance (
) between point i and j, and the distance (
) between point p and q are determined to be same by
On the other hand, 
From the above variations, we were able to find that the focal length bias does not have effects along and across scan lines in three line scanner, however, there were some effects in accuracies of the vertical direction. 
Experimental Results and Analysis
This study evaluated accuracies of direct and indirect geo-referencing for a three line scanner, by changing the amounts of the focal length biases. In the study of direct geo-referencing, external orientation parameters were set as true values for investigating the bias effects only. GCPs, all 100 GCPs were used as check points. Table 2 The Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) is 0.68m. The amount of principal point bias is around 50um. Also, the range of focal length bias is from 50um to 50,000um.
In the case of low altitude, the flying height is 5,500m
above the ground. Focal length is 75mm in both forward and backward directions, and 67.40955mm for the nadir direction. The Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) is 0.73m.
The amount of principal point bias is around 0.375um. Also, the range of focal length biases is from 0.375um to 375um. Tables 3 and 4 
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Concluding Remarks and Future Work
In this study, the effects of focal length bias on the coordinates of the reconstructed objects were mainly analyzed for three line scanners in space-borne (i.e., high altitude) and airborne (i.e., low altitude). This research applied two different geo-referencing approaches, which are direct and indirect ones. The accuracy of the reconstructed object space for analyzing the bias effects was evaluated by adding artificial biases to the principal point and focal length. Based on the real trajectory of sensors, a topography of the object space was simulated, and trajectories of sensors were also determined. Firstly, one of the focal length bias effects was proven through mathematical derivations.
As more experiments were carried out, those results also showed the similar trends to one that is proven through mathematical proofs. In fact, IOP biases of the direct georeferencing generated serious errors on determination of three-dimensional coordinates; as the bias value in the focal length increases, error along the vertical direction increases
proportionally. The Pearson s correlation coefficients, in which between the focal length biases and the RMSE values along the vertical direction, showed 1 and more than 0.999 for the high and low altitude cases, respectively.
On the other hand, the effects of IOP biases are insignificant on the reconstructed object space, when indirect geo-referencing is carried out. In this case, the derived attitudes and positions of the scanner absorbed the effects from the biases. Similar phenomena occur for the low altitude experiments. However, when the amount of the bias is very large, the attitudes and positions of the scanner do not absorb all the effects from the bias. Additionally, the correlation analysis is carried out, and the correlation between the IO and the EO parameters are proven as well.
Simulated data was used for this study due to difficulties in data acquisition of the IOP bias, however, future research will be better to concentrate on analysis of the bias effects with real data. Moreover, the terrain roughness effects in case of low altitude scanner will be studied in the future research.
